I. INTRODUCTION
Driven by an increasing demand for portable and mobile electronic devices, the requirement for memory devices with improved functionality is rapidly growing and a variety of alternative concepts for nonvolatile memory have been proposed in the last decades.
1,2 Electric-field-induced resistance switching (RS) effect means the material or device resistance can be changed by applying electric-field and the obtained resistance states can be maintained for a long time after removing the external field. This physical phenomenon can be traced back to 50 years ago, 3, 4 and has been refined since 2000, when a nonvolatile memory, called resistance random access memory (RRAM), was introduced. 5 Based on the RS effect, RRAM has some advantages, such as easy fabrication, high write/read speed, low energy consumption, multi-level memory, and high scalability. Driven by these attractive potentials, a large variety of materials, including perovskite oxide, 6 binary transition-metal oxides, 7 and solid electrolytes, 8 have been demonstrated to have the RS function and then have the possibility to be the candidates for RRAM fabrication. Recently, not limited to the memory, the RS phenomenon has been successfully identified as memristive systems, 9 and then proposed in a broader range of application including the Boolean logic implementation and neuromorphic systems. 10, 11 The major roadblock to commercialize the RS-related devices is the RS physical mechanism, which is still not comprehended exactly although most of the reported RS phenomena have been demonstrated to be universally relevant to redox reactions and nano-ionic transport processes. 12, 13 From the viewpoint of RS location, a widely agreement is that the RS occurs not in the whole device but in a very local region, where conductive channels formed, and the RS is due to the reversible connection and disconnection of the conductive channels. 14, 15 In previous studies, the focus of the conductive channel investigation is mainly on the composition and structure analysis. Some methods have been used including conductive atomic force microscopy, 14, 15 X-ray adsorption spectroscopy, 16 scanning electron microscope, 17 photo-emission electron microscopy, 18 scanning transmission electron microscope, 19 and high resolution transmission electron microscopy equipped with scanning tunnel microscope. 20 These experimental results demonstrated that the conductive channel formation should be originated from the cation (e.g., Cu þ and Ag þ ) or anion (e.g., O 2À ) migration driven by the electric field. However, the detailed connection/disconnection evolution processes are still unclear. For example, what happens at the moment when the connection/disconnection occurs; where the connection/disconnection occurs; why the connection/disconnection shows bipolar RS behavior especially for the channels formed by electroneutral metals, such as Cu and Ag; which factors causes the instability of connection/disconnection. Addressing these questions will be helpful to give some insights into the mechanism interpretation as well as the improvement of RS-related device performance. However, one of the main difficulties to clarify these questions is how to realize an in situ monitor of the whole evolution process of the whole conductive channel during the RS process in view of the small size and the random occurrence of the conductive channel in previous experiments. Recently, Azumi et al. 21 directly observed the change of conductive regions in perovskite ferrite by means of the microspectroscopic image technique. Although the detailed connection/ disconnection processes of conductive channels are still obscure in this experiment, the image technique should be an effective way for the investigation of the dynamic evolution process of conductive channels in solid electrolyte materials, since it could not only achieve the in situ observation but also reflect the conductive change in the whole region of the device conveniently.
Tungsten oxide (WO 3Àx ) is one of the most important electrochromic materials, and has been investigated widely for "smart windows." 22 The electrochromic process is usually described in terms of the double-charge-injection model, which can be written, in a simplified form, as
where
þ with lower cation radius. When a M þ (for example, Na þ ) was injected into the material, together with an electron, the valence of tungsten ion will be decreased, causing a optical change of the material from transparent to black and then to dark blue. 22, 23 Correspondingly, the conductivity of tungsten oxide will experience a low-to-high change. As the conductivity changed locally in the materials, the color-conductivity dependence enables us to visualize the geometrical shape of regions with higher conductivity, namely conductive channel, using optical image technique. Its visibility provides a tool for gaining insight into the evolution of the conductive channel during the RS process.
In this work, we will report on a direct optical imaging technique to spatially resolve the conductive channel in a planar RS device based on WO 3Àx film. The whole evolution processes of the conductive channel formation, connection, and disconnection during both the stable and instable RS were visualized through a change of color that accompanies the valence change of tungsten ions. In the end, we will provide the experimental evidence to discuss the origin of the conductive channels.
II. EXPERIMENT
A planar-type device was used as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Commercial soda-lime glasses slide were used as a substrate. WO 3Àx films were deposited by pulsed laser deposition using a KrF excimer laser (k ¼ 248 nm) with a repetition rate of 1-5 Hz and a fluence of 5 J/cm 2 . During the deposition, the substrate temperature was maintained at 400 C and the oxygen pressure was kept at 10 Pa. The thickness of the films was $400 nm. A tungsten oxide ceramic with the nominal composition of WO 3 was used as the target. Gold electrodes were deposited on the top of the WO 3Àx film by DC sputtering. The size of the gold electrodes is 200 Â 200 lm 2 with an interval of 300 lm, defined by the photolithography and liftoff technique (Fig. 1(a) ). Electric property measurements were performed using a Keithley 2601 sourcemeter under air and vacuum ( < 1 Â 10 À5 Torr). Two gold probes were contacted to the gold electrodes for the electric field applying and resistance measurement. Simultaneously, the spatially resolved color change of the sample was measured by illuminating it with light emitted from halogen light sources (China, MORITEX MHAA-100 W) with a light output of 400-700 nm. The images were recorded by a computercontrolled complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Japan, ARTRAY-130MI) with a microscope lens. The surface morphology and elementary composition of the film were measured by scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Japan, JEOLS-4800) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (USA, EDAX-Genesis), respectively. Raman spectra were recorded in back-scattering configuration using a confocal micro-Raman spectrometer (France, Horiba/Jobin Yvon HR800) with a 532 nm laser line used as the excitation source. The laser beam was focused using a 50 Â objective with numeric aperture NA ¼ 0.5, and the spot size of the laser beam is about 1.5 lm.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1(b) shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the sample. Under the voltage range from À30 V to 30 V, the I-V curve shows a good linear feature, indicating a good ohmic contact between the gold electrodes and the film (inset in Fig. 1(b) ). With increasing the applied voltage to 80 V, an obvious I-V hysteresis appeared. The I-V hysteresis is usually considered as a typical feature of the RS phenomenon, indicating that the device resistance has changed during the voltage sweeping. Meanwhile, from the photo image, a dark-color region with a parabolic shape grown up from the cathode toward the anode was observed (up-side of Fig.  1(c) ). A direct probe measurement showed a higher conductivity ($1.1 Â 10 À4 S/cm) in the dark-colored region than elsewhere ($1.5 Â 10 À5 S/cm). Therefore, the dark-colored region was considered as the conductive channel, which played a dominant role of decreasing the sample resistance between the two gold electrodes. Different from the previous reported results where the conductive channel usually was assumed to penetrate through the material. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] However, the conductive channel cannot touch the anode even though we continue increasing the applied voltage. Under a higher voltage condition, a breakdown-like behavior of the film occurred. We can see a filament region appeared abruptly between the vaulted top of the parabolic channel and the anode (down-side of Fig. 1(c) ). From the SEM image, it can be seen that the breakdown caused some dendritic-like phases precipitated from the film, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . Once the phase precipitation occurs, it cannot be removed and will spoil the following RS processes.
In order to avoid the breakdown-like behavior, we used a constant current mode to trigger the sample. In this case, the device voltage will decrease once the device resistance decreased, and then the breakdown-like behavior can be repressed effectively. The device resistance can be calculated from the measured voltage value divided by the For clarity, the color change due to the conductive channel was magnified digitally by subtracting the image of the nonconductive channel region from the image and then colored. We found that the sample resistance was dominated not only by the applied current intensity but also by the current application time. Under the constant current of 3 mA, the measured voltage decreased gradually with time, indicating the device resistance decreased ( Fig. 2(a) ). Correspondingly, the conductive channel with a parabolic shape appeared at the left half of the planar device firstly, and then grew up from the left electrode (cathode) toward the right one (anode) with the top of the parabolic channel becoming deeper and sharper gradually (up-side of Fig. 2(d) ). This process is identical to that using external voltage mode (up-side of Fig.  1(c) ). Similarly, the parabolic channel cannot touch the anode even if increasing the application time. However, no filament region occurred with increasing time. When we reversed the applied current polarity, the measured voltage firstly decreased and then increased again ( Fig. 2(b) ). From the photo images, it can be seen that the measured voltage increasing corresponded to a deep bar-like channel protruding from the right electrode (i.e., cathode in this case), and then was pushed into the left parabolic channel (see No. 6-7 images in Fig. 2(d) ). The bar-like shape of the channel should be originated from the concentration of electric-field on the position of the vaulted top of parabolic channel due to the parabolic channel formation. It should be noted that the bar-like channel differs from the filament in Fig. 1(c) . The filament formed under the external bias with the same field polarity of the parabolic channel, while the bar-like channel formed with opposite field polarity to the parabolic channel.
Moreover, it can be seen that the bar-like channel grew from right electrode to left electrode (see Movie S1 in the supplementary materials 29 ), while the filament formed abruptly so that the growth direction cannot be distinguished using present apparatus. With time increasing, the bar-like channel grew toward the left electrode (i.e., anode in this case) gradually. Meanwhile, the parabolic channel disappeared and the region near the left electrode became light (see No. 8À10 images in Fig. 2(d) ). This process corresponds to the measured voltage decreasing. When we reversed the current polarity again, the bar-like channel recurred at the left electrode (i.e., cathode in this case) and gradually grew toward the right electrode (i.e., anode in this case) like the former process (see No. 11-15 images in Fig. 2(d) ). Correspondingly, the measured voltage also decreased initially and then increased again (Fig. 2(c) ). By examining the above processes, we believe that bipolar RS behavior can be realized if we control the channel changed only between images Nos. 6 and 15.
By carefully adjusting the applying current and its application time, the bipolar RS with good stability and reproducibility was achieved, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The corresponding photo images are shown in Fig. 3(b) . It can be seen clearly that, during the high-to-low RS, a bar-like channel (arrowed in the inset of Fig. 3(b) ) protruded from the right side electrode and connected with the left parabolic channel, while the bar-like channel disappeared resulting in the whole conductive channel disconnection during the lowto-high RS. The disconnection and reconnection of the conductive channel only need to occur at the region near one of the electrodes, which depends on the position of parabolic channel. If the parabolic channel was formed initially at the right side electrode, the resistance switching polarity can be reversed (see Fig. S1 in the supplementary materials   29 ). Each resistance states show the Ohmic I-V characteristics, meaning that no interfacial barrier exists in our sample. The RS polarity of the planar device should be originated from the asymmetric distribution of the electric field in the film due to the initial formation of the parabolic channel. An interesting feature we should note during the low-tohigh RS is that the device voltage always decreased firstly and then increased. That means the low-to-high RS is not a simply monotonic process and dependent on the application time of the constant current. To explain this feature, we recorded the photo image at A, B, C, and D four typical states, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . For clarity further, the photo images were digitally colorized with color scale from blue to red indicating qualitatively the conductivity changes from high to low. At the state A, we found that the low resistance state was caused by the connection of the left parabolic channel with the bar-like channel protruded from the right electrode. However, a relatively low conductive region still existed between the two conductive channels (arrowed in Fig. 3(c) ). At the state B, the bar-like channel was pushed forward further into the left channel, and the whole channel connection became better, especially forming an "arc-like" indirect connection at the circumference of the center. But the relatively low conductive region still existed in the channel center (arrowed in Fig. 3(c)) . Surprisingly, at the state C when applying the reverse voltage, the low conductive regions at the channel center disappeared firstly, but the whole channel was still connected. That means the channel connection did not damaged but became better. These geometrical features explain why the sample resistance decreased at the beginning time of low-to-high RS process.
At the state D, the disconnection of the channel starts to appear at the right electrode side. Then, the disconnection distance became larger with time, resulting in the sample resistance increasing with time. The whole connection/disconncetion processes are shown as a movie in Movie S1 in the supplementary materials. 29 When a higher constant current 5 mA was used to trigger the sample, we found that the RS behavior became instable. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , both the high and the low resistance values increased with the switching number. After several switching cycles, a sudden drop of resistance would occur. From the photo images, we can see that the occurring position of the bar-like channel was different in each switching cycle. With the device resistance increasing, the bar-like channel shifted gradually from the electrode middle toward one of the electrode edges. That geometrically means the length of the conductive channel was prolonged. Since the device resistance was dominated by the conductive channel, the channel prolongation caused the resistance increase. When the bar-like channel reached the edge of the electrode, it shifted to the middle of the electrode again. Correspondingly, an abrupt decrease of device resistance took place. These images clearly show that the instable RS behavior is caused by the change of bar-like channel occurring position, which is unfixed under high external electric-field. These geometrical features should be helpful to give some insight into the improvement of RS-related device performance. For example, we can moderate the applied electric-field for inhibiting the instable RS. Moreover, we can design the geometrical shape of the device, which would change the electric-field distribution in the devices, to constrain the movement of channel occurring position. We note that the geometry influence on the performance has been demonstrated in the memristive nano-devices recently. 24 Now, we discuss the physical origin of the conductive channel. It has been demonstrated that the color change of tungsten oxide is due to the ion injection. 22 Then, which ion was injected into the film during the color change? The color and resistance change phenomenon of the sample grown on the glass substrate was also found under high vacuum condition ( < 1 Â 10 À5 Torr), indicating the independence of environmental condition. By the EDS analysis of the films grown on the glass substrate, we found that Na, Ca, Si, and Mg elements besides W and O appeared in both the channel and other place, as shown in Fig. S2 and Table S1 in the supplementary materials. 29 These elements should generate from both the film and the glass substrate because the film thickness has only 400 nm while the EDS can detect nearly 1 lm thickness. By comparing Na content with other elements, we found that the Na content at the conductive channel region, especially at the breakdown region, is higher than at other places. We also tried the samples with other insulator substrates, such as quartz (SiO 2 ) and LaAlO 3 single crystal. Surprisingly, no RS behavior as well as the color change phenomenon can be observed. Based on these results, we suggest that Na þ in the glass substrate would be injected into the tungsten oxide films under the electric-field and resulting in the RS and color change of the film. In our experiment, the threshold currents required for the conductive channel formation are different for the planar devices with different initial resistance values. As shown in Fig. 5 , the threshold currents show a linear dependence with a slope of 0.5 on the initial resistance values in logarithmic plot. If we calculate the electric power by I 2 R, the lowest powers are almost constant and about 0.3 W. That means the main factor determining the conductive channel formation is not the applied current or voltage, but the electric power. Thus, electrothermal effect should play a dominant role in the conductive channel formation. Let us assume the sample to be a heat source (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary materials 29 ). According to the thermal conductivity k ¼ 0.75 W m À1 K À1 of the glass substrate we used and the device size 2 a ¼ 300 nm, where a is half distance between two electrodes, it can be roughly calculated according to the function DT ¼ p/pka, that the substrate temperature should be increased with the DT of about 850 K when the electric power p ¼ 0.3 W was exerted on the planar device. 21 Considering the heat loss through the metal electrode, which can be seen as a heat sink due to its high thermal conductivity, the real temperature change should be lower than the calculated value. Based on these results, a scenario for the conductive channel formation can be drawn. Under the electric field, the temperature of the glass substrate increased due to the electrothermal effect. The high temperature causes the reaction between the tungsten oxide film and glass substrate at the interface, resulting in Na þ diffusion into the tungsten oxide film. Then Na þ migrated driven by the electric field to the cathode to form a sodium tungsten bronze region, which has higher conductivity and different colors. This process also explained why we could not observe the gradual growth of the initial parabolic channel from the anode but observe the dark region firstly in the device center region, where the temperature might be higher than other places due to the electric-field distribution (No. 1 and 2 images in Fig. 2(d) ). Figure 6 shows the micro-Raman spectra in the conductive channel and elsewhere. As can be seen, both the Raman spectra at region A and B show three intense bands at 270, 705, and 810 cm À1 , which are in good agreement with the characteristics of monoclinic WO 3 . 25 In the conductive channel region C, these bands become broad, meaning that the symmetry of crystal structure increased. This trend of crystal structure change is consistent with that of sodium tungsten bronze with increasing sodium content. 23 Similar change in Raman spectra has also been observed in lithium tungsten bronze with increasing lithium concentration. 26 Nevertheless, more experimental evidences are still needed to confirm the above assumption.
Note that this interesting bipolar switching behavior, observed in the planar sandwich device, involves only sodium ion movement in the tungsten oxide during the whole RS process, in contrast with previous studies typically involving electrochemical metallization, where the conductive channel generated by reduction and electrocrystallization of metal ions (e.g., Cu þ , Ag þ ). 8, 12, 13, 17 Even though sodium ion is not supposed to be involved in any semiconductor memory devices, the channel evolution processes should also be suitable to other ions, such as proton and lithium ions in tungsten oxide. These features also suggest an application of electric-field-induced cation (e.g., H þ , Li þ , Na þ ) migration in transition metal oxides in the construction of electrical/optical-coupled reversible switching and data storage devices. 27, 28 On the other hand, the results of these preliminary investigations of the planar sandwich device, at present, leave open questions about the nature of the exact mechanisms of the process involved, such as the mechanism of the conductive channel shape, the "arc-like" connection, and non-monotonic disconnection during the RS process, which should be involved with the evolution of electric-field distribution with the ion movement and thermal distribution in the planar device. These aspects, as well as the influence of geometric shape and peripheral roughness of the electrodes on the channel evolution with downscaling of device size, need to be furthered investigated. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the evolution of the conductive channel in Au/WO 3Àx /Au planar devices was successfully visualized by the in situ optical image technique based on the colorconductivity dependence of tungsten oxide. Two types of conductive channels with parabolic and bar-like shapes were found in this planar device during RS processes. The "arclike" indirect connection and non-monotonic disconnection between the two types of channels constructed the RS behavior in the planar device. The RS polarity was originated from the asymmetric shape of the two channels, which caused the asymmetric electric-field distribution in the device. The RS instability was caused by the change of the bar-like channel occurring position stressed by high external electric-field. The conductive channel formation is a thermal assisted process. In this process, sodium tungsten bronze formed by the sodium ion immersion into the film and then migration driven by the electric-field. These results will give some insight into the RS property improvement and mechanism elucidation and a possibility to develop electric/opticalcoupled switch and data storage devices.
